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Ideal for Short-Series Manufacturers 
Using IVISYS Pro, introducing a new object inspection task is 
commonly done within one hour. Afterwards, switching 
between such predefined projects is done within minutes.  

This makes IVISYS Pro F, V and M ideal also for short-series 
manufactures, who can leverage the benefits of machine 
vision, previously only feasible for manufactures engaged in 
mass production.

Contact
At IVISYS we gladly share our knowledge about vision systems.
Please, contact our team to learn how you can benefit from a 
vision system.

IVISYS Denmark
Gungevej 2 - DK-2650 Hvidovre
Phone: +45 31 50 03 44
info@ivisys.com – www.ivisys.com

IVISYS Sweden
Smedjevägen 2B, SE-230 53 Alnarp
Phone: +46 763 111 911
info@ivisys.com – www.ivisys.com

Fully Customizable Solutions
IVISYS Pro inspection solutions can fit within any production 
environment. Our IVISYS Pro Inspection Station can be 
equipped to conduct any area scan inspection, including a full 
3D scan, and any line scan inspection.

Even very large items can be inspected by applying multiple 
cameras, occasionally mounted on mobile robotic arms. 
Operating along high-speed conveyer belts is not an obstacle 
either.
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Case Zero Defect 
Batches for the  
Automotive Industry  
One of our   clients is using 
IVISYS Pro V to 
manufacture short series of 
engineered metal  parts  to 
customers in the 
automotive, truck and 
industrial markets. This 
client  has achieved    a  zero defect batch production 
environment, permanently  eliminating  the  need for  manual 
inspection and avoiding corrective action post delivery .

IVISYS Pro M

IVISYS enables manufactures to deliver zero defect
batches. Our vision based quality inspection systems
are easy to operate and flexible in their application. 
Using IVISYS Pro, no series is too short for
automated visual inspection.

DEFECT BATCHES

HELPING YOU DELIVER

Automated Visual Inspection

PRO SERIES

IVISYS Pro F
IVISYS Pro V
IVISYS Pro M

ZERO

Features

Flaw Detection
Software Module

Verifier Software
Module

Gauging Software
Module

Inspection Station

Intiutive Touch
Screen User Interface

Cameras - Up to 6

Standard Ongoing
Service Pack

Follow us: Twitter.com/ivisys_  | Facebook.com/Ivisys | Linkedin.com/company/ivisys



IVISYS Pro Series Industrial Vision Systems
IVISYS Pro V helps manufacturers conduct automated 
verifications of any item. Any kind of missing feature or object 
on the examined item can be identified in-line at high speed. 
IVISYS Pro V performs multiple verification jobs in parallel. 
IVISYS Pro V is typically provided with a customized 
stand-alone hardware setup.

Typical applications of IVISYS Pro V: 
  • Verifying that assembled products are complete
  • Verifying that of a set of items are present (even when 
     partly hidden)
  • Verifying that assembled parts are correctly placed and
     oriented 
 

IVISYS Pro F helps manufacturers conduct fully automated 
flaw detection. All types of flaws are detected, independent of 
shapes and sizes. IVISYS F executes complex flaw detection 
tasks simultaneously on multiple regions of interest, each task 
being individually adjustable. IVISYS Pro F is typically provided 
with a stand-alone hardware solution that can be customized 
to specific needs. 

Typical applications of IVISYS Pro F: 
  • Detecting irregular edges
  • Detecting surface scratches, bulbs and holes
  • Detecting deviating surface textures

IVISYS Pro F, IVISYS Pro V and IVISYS Pro M are 
operated by a unified easy-to-use touch screen graphical user 
interface. The interface does not require any level of formal 
training to operate. Each control task is created through a 
step-by-step process letting the user define a new task based 
on live visual feedback from the examined object through the 
system camera. In addition, the interface also handles 
imported 3D CAD-drawings. 

IVISYS Pro M is used by manufacturers to ensure that 
product dimensions fall within acceptable tolerance bands. The 
gauging process is carried out in-line at high speed. Multiple 
gauging tasks are executed simultaneously. IVISYS Pro M is 
often supplied with a customized stand-alone hardware 
solution, according to the client’s specific request.

Typical applications of IVISYS Pro M:
  • Measuring the distance between any two points
  • Measure the perimeter of any shape
  • Measure an angle between two lines
  • Area measuring

IVISIS has Reinvented Machine Vision 
Historically, machine vision has relied on stable object 
presentation in order to work properly. That made machine 
vision dependent of restricting test jigs and fixtures. 
Conventional systems demanded controlled, rigid light 
conditions and no object rotation or displacement. All of this 
simply in order to avoid false fail/pass detections. This has 
made conventional machine vision systems costly to establish 
and inflexible regarding changes in the production 
environment.

IVISYS introduces a new machine vision technology based on a 
proprietary image processing technique. Limitations causing 
conventional machine vision to be expensive, di�cult to 

Rotation and Displacement Invariant
IVISYS Pro F, IVISYS Pro M and IVISYS Pro V do not need any jigs 
and fixtures for conducting machine vision tasks. This is due to 
the fact that IVISYS’ technology is able to determine 
placement of the examined items on a conveyer and execute 
the required inspection of the item instantly, invariant to any 
degree of rotation of the object.

Given this, displacement of items does not influence the ability 
of IVYSYS Pro systems to conduct in-line inspections, even at 
extremely high production speed.

The IVISYS Pro product series is based on a patented image 
processing technique. The underlying technology enables the 
IVISYS Pro product series to execute multiple inspections in 

operate and inflexible in use are eliminated.

As a result, machine vision systems are no longer economically 
viable only for large series production. With IVISYS Pro 
short-series manufacturers can now also benefit from 
automated defect detection to deliver zero defect batches.

parallel invariant to rotation and displacement. This includes 
inspection of complex objects.

IVISYS Pro Inspection Station
IVISYS Pro F, IVISYS Pro V and IVISYS Pro M are often set up as 
integrated parts of an IVISYS Pro Inspection Station. The IVISYS 
Pro Inspection Station is tailored to the client’s needs, either as 
a full stand-alone solution or as an add-on to the client’s 
existing production line. A fully equipped stand-alone solution is 
comprised of aluminum framework, cameras, touch-screen user 
interface, optional conveyer belt or moveable cameras on 
flexible arms.

Easy-to-use touch screen graphical user interface STEP 1
An existing or new conveyor belt

STEP 2
Setup the aluminum framework

STEP 3
Attach one or more cameras

STEP 4

1. Need of jigs makes most machine vision systems inflexible

1

The IVISYS Pro Inspection Station is easily relocated within any 
production environment. As a result, one inspection system 
can be used at multiple conveyer belts. This is possible, since 
the inspection station can be assembled and disassembled in a 
step by step process and is not dependent on any mounting or 
fixing on existing equipment.

“fully automated
     flaw detection”

1. Verification of presence of multiple items
2. Verification of presence of partly hidden item

2

1

1. Detection of irregular edge
2. Detection of scratch

1

2

1. Measures an angle between two lines
2. Measures the length of a multi-point spline. 

1. Rotated objects are not an obstacle
2. Displaced objects are also inspected 
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Add lighting and cover.  Plug in the 
computer.
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